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Abstract: An overview will be presented of recent developments concerning the application 
and development of computer codes for numerical simulation of forming processes. Special 
attention will be paid to the mathematical modeling of the material deformation and friction, 
and the effect of these models on the results of simulations. 
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1. Introduction  
Production and adaptation of forming tools is a costly business. When dealing with decisions in this field, 
production engineers and designers often require some guidance. Experience and insight are certainly indispen-
sable. Fruitful use of numerical analysis techniques is possible for the following purposes. 
-New processes and techniques can be studied for their feasibility even before any tool is produced. 
-The trial and error design of tools and processes can be guided by the results of numerical sensitivity studies. 
-Troubleshooting and optimisation of existing processes can be performed through numerical analyses. 
 
Further development of the simulation algorithms is necessary to meet requirements of accuracy and 
computation time. Some subjects require special attention.  
- Designers don’t want to wait for several hours or even days to get answers on their questions. Hence rapid 
solution methods are necessary. 
-In most metal forming processes changing contact between tool and blank occurs. Contact algorithms are 
highly non-linear. Accuracy and reliability of simulations strongly depend on the modelling of contact. 
Calculation speed is generally reduced due to the poor performance of the contact algorithm. 
-Application of numerical simulation in an industrial research environment requires a fast and reliable 
handling of model information. User friendly interfacing with design codes (CAD) is necessary with a 
minimum on manual operations.  
-Mathematical material models must be able to describe the key features of the forming process e.g. large 
deformations, anisotropy, temperature dependency, and springback. 
-Numerical instabilities must be avoided yet physical instabilities should be predicted correctly. 
 
A classification of forming processes can be made with regards to the numerical modelling features that are 
required. Processes are divided in:  
-manufacturing of discrete products and 
-continuous or semi continuous manufacturing.  
For the first class of processes a Lagrangian type of numerical simulations is appropriate whereas for the 
second class an Eulerian type of approach is more suitable. In both classes we can distinguish processes with 
moderate deformations and processes with large deformations. When large deformations occur in a Lagrangian 
type of simulation, the finite element mesh may be very much distorted during the simulation, and remeshing is 
indispensable. Besides, in processes as forging and rolling thermal effects cannot be neglected generally. In 
sheet metal forming processes only moderate deformations occur usually, and temperature changes are small. 
Hence in simulations isothermal conditions are sufficiently accurate. When only moderate deformations occur 
remeshing is generally not required due to mesh distortion, however, remeshing may improve the accuracy, or 
may speed up the simulation.  
 
2. Contact search algorithm  
In forming processes contact between tools and workpiece is a dominating aspect. The tools are nowadays 
designed with the help of CAD packages. Most CAD packages can generate triangulated surface 
representations for use in FEM analysis. However, in FEM analysis adjacent elements must have matching 
vertices. Due to tolerances in the CAD-packages the triangulation suffers from defects. The mesher creates 



large elements for flat areas and small elements where small radii occur which are not properly connected. An 
appropriate solution is to adapt the contact search algorithm for the lack of connectivity and the strongly differ-
ing aspect ratios.  

If every element of the tool is checked for contact with every element in the workpiece, the analysis time 
increases quadratically with the number of elements. Therefore the contact search is split into two steps. First a 
fast global search is performed which delivers a number of tool elements where the contact may take place. 
Next a more time consuming local search is done to find the exact place of contact. The global search must 
handle the problem of non-adjacent elements and the varying element size. A global search has been developed 
based on the pinball algorithm introduced by Belytschko (see [1] and [2]) for contact impact problems. 

 
2.1 Pinball search 
The newly developed contact search algorithm uses the pinball algorithm. Around all tool elements as well as 
around all blank nodes imaginary spheres are created, designated as pinballs.  

Figure 1  Principle of pinball search with the pinball's of the tool and the pinball of the blank node 
 
The principle of the global search is to check the distance between the centres of the pinball of a blank node 
and the tool pinballs, see figure 1. 
If penetration of these pinballs occurs, the element belonging to the tool pinball is further taken into account for 
the local search. If no penetration with any tool pinball is found, no contact occurs. The global search is very 
fast because there is only a comparison of co-ordinates. For more details about the contact algorithm see [6,7] 
 
3. Friction 
A commonly used friction model in numerical methods is the Coulomb friction model  

nf FF .µ=          (1) 
with Ff the friction force and Fn the normal force. The friction coefficient µ is an overall constant parameter. 
However, in reality µ depends strongly on local contact conditions.  
According to Schey [3] there are several different contacts between the sheet and the tools. An accurate friction 
model needs a coefficient of friction, which depends on these local contact conditions. Therefore a Stribeck 
friction model has been developed which accounts for this dependency. In the work of Schipper [4] the 
coefficient of friction is presented as a function of the dimensionless lubrication number L: 
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with η  the lubricant viscosity, ν the velocity, p the mean contact pressure and Ra the CLA surface 
roughness. In figure 2 the friction coefficient is depicted as a function of the lubrication number, the 
generalised Stribeck curve. 
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Figure 2. Generalised Stribeck curve 
 



Three different zones can be distinguished. On the left hand side of the graph µ has a constant high value. This 
is the boundary lubrication regime (BL). Contact is carried by the interacting surface asperities. On the right 
hand side the value of µ is low, the load on the contact is fully carried by the lubricant. This is the hydrody-
namic lubrication regime (HL). The region in between is called the mixed lubrication regime (ML). A curve fit 
is defined [5] to describe this frictional behaviour, see equation (3). 
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with  µbl BL value of µ,  µhl  HL value of µ,  Lbl  BL to ML transition and Lhl ML to HL transition.  
Details about the model can be found in [5,6,7].Experiments were carried out on a testing device,   which was 
especially designed for measuring the coefficient of friction for contacts operating under sheet metal forming 
conditions. The measured parameters are listed in table 2. 
 

η Ra µhl µbl Lhl Lbl 
0.6 1.0⋅10−6 0.01 0.144 5.1⋅10−3 2.8⋅10−4 

   Table 2. Parameters for  Stribeck friction model 
 
To show the effects of the more physically based friction model a simulation of the deep drawing of a square 
cup is performed. 
 
 
 

Figure 3a. Tool mesh, and Deformed mesh after 
40[mm] deep drawing. 
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Figure 3b. Punch force versus punch displacement for 
four simulations. 
 

Four simulations were performed. One with the Coulomb friction model (µ = 0.144) and three with the Stribeck 
friction model with three different punch velocities, 1, 10 and 100 [mm/s]. Because of symmetry only a quarter 
of the cup is modelled. The deformed mesh after 40 mm deep drawing and the punch force are presented in 
figure 3. It shows that the punch force decreases from 14 [kN] at low velocity to 11 [kN] for Stribeck friction 
with a punch velocity of 100[mm/s]. The 1 [mm/s] and Coulomb simulation results coincide. 
 

 

4. Mathematical material modelling  
A commonly used yield criterion for anisotropic plastic deformation is the Hill yield criterion. This description 
is not always sufficient to accurately describe the material behaviour. This is due to the determination of 
material parameters by uni-axial tests only. Vegter [11] proposed a description, which directly uses the ex-
perimental results at multi-axial stress states. The yield criterion is based on the pure shear point, the uni-axial 
point, the plane strain point and the equi-biaxial point see figure 4.  
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A: pure shear point 
B: uni-axial point 
C: plane strain point 
D: equi-biaxial point 
H: hinge point 
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Figure 4a. The four reference points to construct the Vegter yield function.        Figure 4.b  Shear experiment 
 
A yield surface is constructed using the reference points and the gradients in the reference points. This 
construction is performed with the help of Bezier interpolations [11]. 
Phenomena as the Bausschinger effect after laod  reversals or  changing dierections of deformation  cab be 
inplemented by a double yield surface model. The inner surface is the actual yield surface and can translate I 
stress space whereas the outer surface serve for the determination of the hardening rate. More details are given 
by Van den Boogaard et al [ 24].   
 
5 Deep drawing simulations 
In sheet metal forming processes only moderate deformations occur usually,. Remeshing is generally not 
required due to mesh distortion, however, remeshing may improve the accuracy, or may speed up the 
simulation. Local remeshing by subdivision of existing elements can be done with only little cost compared to 
global remeshing  Fig ?? shows an example of local remeshing based on a geometrical error estiomator [25]. 

 
 Figure 5 Local remeschim in deep drawimg simulation 
 
The occurrence of pleats and wrinkling in sheet metal forming is being investigated. Figure 6 shows some 
results of simulations predicting wrinkling. The prediction of pleats is rather sensitive for the contact (penalty) 
stiffness.  A new contact algorithm based on optimization procedures for inequality constraints, is being 
investigated by G. Kloosterman [26] with the aim  to improve the stability  and accuracy of numerical problems 
including contact and friction.    
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
     Figure 6 Primary and secondary pleats 
 



 
In order to predict wrinkling a very fine mesh is rewquired. IF the mesch is to course, nowrinkling will be 
predicted if the wave length of the wrinkles is short. Adaptive remeshing based on wrinkling risk estimation as 
introduced by Selman et al, can avoid this problem. Remeshing is applied in those areas wher the risk factor is 
high[27]. 
 

In deepdrawing the material flow can hardly be controlled by the blankholder due to its global behaviour. The 
material flow can be influenced by drawbeads [8,9], see figure 7. 

 
Figure 7 Deep drawing scheme including drawbeads 
 
Modelling the real drawbead geometry requires a large number of elements due to the small radii in the 
drawbead. Therefore an equivalent drawbead model is developed in which the real geometry of the drawbead is 
replaced by a line on the tool surface [6,10]. When an element of the sheet metal passes this drawbead line an 
additional drawbead restraining force, lift force and a plastic strain are added to that element. 
 
6. Rolling 
Processes like rolling and direct extrusion can be regarded as (semi) continuous processes and require dedicated 
solution strategies. Classical solution methods based on the Lagrangian formulation are impractical due to 
excessive mesh distortions, while remeshing needs to be applied too frequently to maintain an accurate 
solution. The history dependent nature of the materials necessitates the use of an Eulerian or an Arbitrary 
Lagrangian Eulerian (ALE) formulation. A number of ALE formulations are reported in literature [12-22]. 
These ALE methods can be divided in coupled and split ALE formulations. In the first formulation the coupled 
Lagrangian-Eulerian equations are solved, see for instance the work of Liu et al [13]. In the second approach 
the Lagrangian-Eulerian equations are split and solved separately, see for example the work of Benson [14,15], 
Baaijens [16] and Huétink [12,17, 20]. A normal Lagrangian step is performed, followed by an explicit (purely 
convective) Eulerian. In this work the split ALE formulation is used. A result of hot rolling simulation is given 
in figure 8. Remarkable is the very inhomogeneous strain rate distribution in a steady state, see also [23] 

 
   Figure 8 Strain rate localisation in rolling 
 

Similar localisations are observed in wire drawing. In combination with an overall tensile stress this may result 
into the well known central bursting. 
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